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ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you - engage with them as they arrive.

WELCOME & INTRO: Ask players who can remember what has been worked on in previous days.

WARM UP: 15x20 space - 2v2 games with pug goals. 

Ensure that no players are sat out. 

4 minute games and rotate so teams all play each other at least twice. 

COACHING POINT: SPEED OF PLAY
Attacking team should play fast when in possession and try to get a 2v1 situation in 
transitions.

TECHNICAL: In the same sizes areas play 3v2 transition games. The three attack one goal and if they score 
they use the same ball to attack the opposition goal and the next two players come out to 
defend. If the Defenders steal the ball and score they do the same thing and have a player 
added to make a team of 3. All players must concentrate to keep the game moving quickly. 

Progress: 4v3 With the same rules. 

1ST COACHING POINT: USE THE EXTRA PLAYER
With numbers up, the attacking team want to draw pressure to the ball to enable their to be a 
free player which should look to receive possession of the ball. 

2ND COACHING POINT: TRANSITION
As soon as the team scores they should build quickly to score in opposition goal. Do not allow 
the defenders to get set.
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GAME: Even numbers game. Players determine their own formation and game strategy. Play with 
goals and GK’s. 

Official FIFA Rules. 

COACHING SUMMARY: Try to find instances in the game to freeze the play when your coaching points are relevant. 
Keep your freeze short and concise - try to find opportunities when a player fails to use a 
teammate when they are in a good position. Some examples:

1) Does the team need to change it’s shape based on the opposition?

TACTICAL: Attack versus defense game;
In a half field play a defensive team of a GK, 3 defenders and 3 midfielders versus an attacking 
team of 2 holding midfielders, 3 attacking midfielder and a forward. The attacking team always 
start on the ball with the defensive midfielders and aim to score into the goal. The defensive 
team must try to score into two wide exit gated goals by passing or dribbling through. 

1ST COACHING POINT: FINDING AN END PRODUCT
Attacking team should move the ball quickly and look to infiltrate any space the defenders 
leave to get an end product; cross or shot. 

2ND COACHING POINT: DEFENSIVE SHAPE
The defensive unit should look to force the ball wide and stop any shots on their goal. When in 
possession can the midfielders become active to receive the ball to clear into exit goal. 

GRADUATION: Give out evaluations and certificates and take photos with any players who request. Mention 
to parents they can email photos to: info@coachfinder.soccer to be featured on our social 
media or to tag @p2soccer on Instagram or Facebook.

SIGN OUT: Remind parents that we may have more camps coming up and where to find info: 
www.P2.Soccer
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